The concept of a mashup is gaining popularity as a rapid-development, reuse-oriented programming model to replace monolithic, bottom-up application development-a programming style well-suited to scientific data management applications.
Motivation
The mashup style of application development, popularized for web-based data manipulation, is uniquely suited for scientific data management situations: rapid development, low barrier to entry for new developers, aggressive reuse of existing functionality, and emphasis on simple, specialized applications. However, scientific mashups pose challenges for existing mashup frameworks: large datasets, visualization as a core requirement, specialized programming models, and a wider spectrum of users.
A mashup combines the content and functionality of two or more separate applications in order to produce novel functionality [1] . A mashup development framework is a tool or set of tools that allows users to create and distribute new mashups. Each user performs only those programming tasks that are commensurate with their level of programming expertise. Currently, a multitude of mashups, developed using a variety of mashup frameworks, are available on the internet [7, 8, 10]. The concept of situational applications or enterprise mashups have been proposed [6] to exploit the structured data sources and specialized capabilities typically available in a modern enterprise. An enterprise mashup development framework allows users to apply their business domain knowledge to organizational data to address specific business needs, a challenge for more general mashup development tools. However, general mashup frameworks and the more specialized enterprise mashup frameworks struggle when applied in a scientific application environment.
Large Datasets and Visualization Web mashup frameworks focus on processing and displaying small datasets. Typically, inputs are accessed through RSS feeds and web services, then fed to other services to add value: geographic data is fed into a map display, a stream of photos are uploaded to Flickr. For example, BBC News Map [3] uses Google Maps to geolocate news articles and Audio Disco [2] aggregates blogs and videos related to particular music themes. In each case, there is an implicit assumption that the "working set" of any particular mashup user is tens or hundreds of items: Thousands of news articles plotted simultaneously would obscure the map and scuttle performance, and a AudioDisco user will only browse a few pages of results per search.
Scientific mashups routinely manipulate datasets several orders of magnitude larger in a single operation. For example, the timeseries in Figure 1 displays two days of measurements from a profiling mooring managed by the Center for Coastal Margin Observation and Prediction (CMOP). The sensor moves within the wa- ter column sampling at around 6Hz, generating over 1 million measurements over a two day period. Apprehending the scientific message behind this large number of individual measurements requires the higher bandwidth of the human eye-visualization must replace top k filtering, and coarse statistical aggregation.
Diverse Users Ennals and Gay identified the requirement that mashups should make easy things easy (for novice users) and hard things possible (for expert users)-a pay as you go method of mashup development [5] . The range of skills found in a scientific mashup's pool of users tends to be particularly diverse.
For example, the product in Figure 1 was developed using MATLAB as a debugging tool. Modelers found the product useful to assess model skill. Instead of transferring code, the static product was translated into a mashable product, parameterized by starttime and endtime, and exposed on the web for use by nonprogrammers. Once published, mashable products can be combined with other products that share related parameters: Tidal charts also use a starttime and endtime, as do sensor feeds from other stations. The resulting product ensemble then provides enough science context to be accessible to developers and oceanographers, as well as to high school students and teachers[4].
Contributions
The poster presentation • articulates and illustrates requirements for a new type of application, the scientific mashup; • explains the design and implementation of a prototype scientific mashup framework; • provides visual examples of scientific mashups in use at CMOP; • presents a roadmap for future research relative to related work on scientific workflows, data management, and visualization. We are actively extending a proof of concept scientific mashup development framework as a java web application. A mashable interface has been developed as the primary means of data source abstraction. Data can be selected from a mashable through the use of an adaptor. An adaptor is a user interface component that may be as simple as a standard HTML select box or as complex as an interactive scatter plot (e.g., ManyEyes [9] ). Mashables and adaptors can be chained together to form mini-applications with rich scientific visualizations as output. These parameter chains impose loose type restrictions that minimize the risk of generating meaningless results.
Future work includes the development of a webbased interface for mashup construction, the development of a framework that will allow advanced users to develop server-side mashup components in one of several langauges, and the development of additional adaptors in order to enhance the system's existing user interface and visualization capabilities.
